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Message from the Editor
.Our first two shows of the 2010 season were a great success with increased entries and new competitors.
Richmond EC is certainly one of the best venues around and we will be holding our re-vamped Ridden
Show there on October 10th. As we intend to take the ridden classes out of the Foal & Youngstock show, so
that they can be included at this event, we are open to suggestions for extra in hand classes for our last show
of the year.
We could have coloured classes and maybe a Potential Sports/Competition Horse/Pony
competition. I have never seen it run but understand it is not like your usual classes when you are all in
together, but you are marked after completing an individual show and judged on the individual attributes
and potential of your horse/pony. Only when everyone has competed are you then called back into the ring
. to hear your scores based on 40% conformation, 40% movement and 20% on manners and temperament.
As you will see from the Summer Show Schedule, we have made some changes. Our Shetland
competitors have always been well represented at our events and it has often been suggested that we give them
their own affiliated classes. Having made the decision to keep the Summer Show going, we are certainly
willing to try something new. Next year we will give this show the Bronze Medal that is presently awarded
at our Foal & Youngstock Show. However, I do intend to press the Showing Committee of the Society to
let us have this medal back when they review the whole thing again next year. I have noticed a considerable
increase in ridden entries over the past few years, which is very pleasing. There is a possibility that the
Llandar Stud may be dipping their hooves into this discipline later this year. Jane Stewart remarked
recently how enjoyable it was to watch one of their ponies compete under saddle compared to the intense
competition in the in-hand rings. Something to do with the close partnership of pony and rider I think.

YOUNGSTOCK SHOW REPORT– 4th Aril 2009

YOUNGSTOCK SHOW 3rd APRIL 2010
As this show was held on Easter Sunday, perhaps it wasn’t surprising that the Easter Bunny made an
early morning call, much to the delight of the lucky recipients!
I don’t know if the lack of Bronze Medals generally brought record entries yet again, or it could have
been the new timetable, but it was another successful event with nearly thirty more entries than last
year. Many thanks for all your support and I have had enough positive feedback to repeat the timetable
next year. For one thing, it meant all four Welsh sections finished within a few minutes of each other
and we could run the Supreme Championships straight away while there were still spectators around to
applaud the winners! I believe the cob competitors particularly appreciated having a large ring to show
their equines, without having to wait around for the ponies to finish indoors as in previous years. It
also meant we could bring the last few ridden classes into the main arena and the Supreme Ridden
Champion was crowned, or should that be ‘sashed’ by 3pm.
I have looked back on previous shows and the ridden classes are really coming into their own. We
added Equifest qualifiers for the first time and will continue to do so at future events. The only
downside to starting everything first thing in the morning is that there are more wagons and trailers
arriving at the same time. There were a few minor altercations but in the main the two young people
organising the parking did a good job, together with your cooperation. Obviously the reasonable
weather contributed to the success of running the two outdoor arenas and that will always be a major
concern. I have been asked why the Mini ridden Champion should be allowed to compete with the
other class winners for the Supreme Championship. That is something that has only been an issue
since we started to put it on but I believe it is not uncommon. It is really up to the judge to decide who
should be his/her Supreme Champion and if he/she decides it should be the Mini Champion surely there
should be no objection. I am not sure that putting on HPB & RPB classes achieved their aim as the
only entries were already running in the Section B classes. We will continue with a WPB coloured
class in their section though and hope for more support once the word gets out! The respective
champions did not come forward for the Overall Supreme Championship either, so that too will be
dropped next year. M&M in hand classes were also new for this event and I think they will gain
support as they do seem to be happy to come to early shows, even if they are still in their winter
woollies.
Once again we had a number of new competitors, and we sincerely hope they will return. It was also
great to welcome back Jim Preston to our events.
Even though Gill and Tom Farrow cannot enter this show, because of their lambing commitments, it is
always good to see them on the day and the Waitwith ponies, who have moved on to pastures new, are
always well featured in both in hand and ridden classes. Little Poppy Carr took the Mini and Supreme
Ridden Championships with her Section A pony, Waitwith Tornado. Lauren Gibson rode her Fell
pony, Hillhead Archie, into Reserve spot. Pentrefelin Playboy, owned by Stephen Greenwood, took
the Section A Championship with Mrs Atkinson’s homebred Danwood Dreammaker in reserve. The
Section B title went to Dora the Explorer, owned by Layton Bowes, who also took the Reserve Supreme
Championship. Section C entries are always somewhat disappointing but the quality is always on
show, even if the numbers are low. Mr McNeal’s Brynithon Teifon took the section championship
with Liz Hampson’s Kirkhamgate Channel in Reserve. Only a couple of entrants were not forward in
the Section D classes and Mr Schofield’s yearling filly, Tymor Dun N Dusted took the section
championship and then went on to claim the Supreme Welsh Championship with another McNeal cob,
Pennal Hooch, in reserve. Mr & Mrs Thompson’s Manorian Montague took the M&M in hand
Championship. The RPB and Welsh Part Bred championships went to Susan Kersey with Senateview
Francesca and Samantha Wallace took the HPB Championship with her home bred pony, Oakville
Touch of Class.
Section A Female Champion
Reserve
Section A Male Champion
Reserve
Overall Champion
Reserve

Mrs L Atkinson
Wendy Hendry
Stephen Greenwood
Stephen Greenwood
Stephen Greenwood
Mrs L Atkinson

– Danwood Dreammaker
– Islyn Symffoni
- Pentrefelin Playboy
– Dargale ViceroySection A
- Pentrefelin Playboy
– Danwood Dreammaker

Section B Female Champion
Reserve
Section B Male Champion
Reserve
Section B Overall Champion
Reserve
Section C Female Champion
Reserve
Section C Male Champion
Reserve
Section C Overall Champion
Reserve
Section D Female Champion
Reserve
Section D Male Champion
Reserve
Section D Overall Champion
Reserve

Layton Bowes
Claire Hayton
Samantha Wallace
Sally Potter
Layton Bowes
Samantha Wallace
Liz Hampson
S W McNeal
R G McNeal
Sarah Jane Evans
R G McNeal
Liz Hampson
G Schofield
Mr & Mrs Degnan
R G McNeal
SW McNeal
G Schofield
R G McNeal

-Dora the Explorer
- Pielview Diva
- Oakville Touch of Class
- Whisperdale Gold Dubloon
-Dora the Explorer
- Oakville Touch of Class
- Kirkhamgate Channel
- Heddymynydd Megan
- Brynithon Teifon
- Rhydeilian North Wales
- Brynithon Teifon
- Kirkhamgate Channel
- Tymor Dun N Dusted
– Pennal Pure Model
- Pennal Hooch
- Abergavenny Tango
- Tymor Dun N Dusted
- Pennal Hooch

Supreme Gelding Champion
Reserve
Supreme Welsh Champion
Reserve

Christopher Stansfield
None forward
G Schofield
Layton Bowes

- Sollers Crescendo
- Tymor Dun N Dusted
-Dora the Explorer

Part Bred Welsh Champion
RPB Champion
HPB Champion
Mini Ridden Champion
Reserve
Supreme Ridden Champion
Reserve

S Kersey
S Kersey
Samantha Wallace
Poppy Carr
Amy Scott
Poppy Carr
Lauren Gibson

- Senateview Franscesa
- Senateview Franscesa
- Oakville Touch of Class
- Waitwith Tornado
- Coatville Nevada
- Waitwith Tornado
- Hillhead Archie

SPRING SHOW REPORT – 3th May 2010
I am surprised someone hasn’t reported us to the Trading Standards as our Spring Show
was anything but! Checking my weather order, I certainly didn’t specify hail showers;
just warm sunshine and a gentle breeze. Think I may have to change my supplier!! That
said, how brave were all the competitors and their ponies, who coped admirably when
those heavy showers blew across the show field. To say nothing of the judges and their
stewards. Poor Ross’s hands were absolutely blue when he came in for a quick break.
Stephanie Cubello is more usually seen in the ring aboard her latest pony, but when he
was out of action for this event, she volunteered to steward for us and did a great job
I always warn everyone that Streatlam can be a touch on the chilly side but show day
this year was most definitely over and above ‘chilly’. Weather moans aside, I must thank
everyone who turned up and made our show so successful.

Entries were up on last year, albeit by a small number, but in this present economic
climate, that is certainly an achievement. Once again, we also had a number of new
competitors, some of whom had travelled a long way south from well over the border.
Organising Judges for our events is always a little challenging, with the constraints put
upon us by respective Societies. We have also had our fair share of late changes, for
various reasons, but never three at one show! Mrs Manchip is well on the way to a full
recovery I am pleased to report, and I will be asking both Robert and Dr. Wynne to
adjudicate at one of our other shows as soon as it can be arranged. Suffice to say that
we received record cob entries for this show and I am sure his name on the schedule was
responsible for that. Mr Williamson was more than pleased to travel north and take
over the cob classes and Dr. Wynne had already asked David Blair if he could adjudicate
the Section B ponies.
David does limit his judging appointments so we were very
fortunate that he too was able to travel to Streatlam. That only accounts for two
changes but Mrs Cockbain’s mother was taken ill the day before the show. With no time
to let everyone know about our emergency replacement, I asked Tom Barron if he could
step into the breach at the very last minute as I felt the need for an experienced
adjudicator.
Our Section C silver medal went to Suzie Bennett’s home bred Nunthorpe
Wanted Warrier. Brother John, also ran him into the top Stallion Championship spot
and then stood Reserve Supreme Welsh Champion. The McNeal family took Reserve
Section C with their brood mare, Tremymor Caryls Delight. They then added the Section
D Youngstock Championship and Reserve Section D Championship with their young colt,
Abergavelly Tango, and were awarded the Section Silver Medal with Bronfoel Calon Lan.
Well worth the diesel! Our Millcroft Gelding Champion also came from the cob ring with
Nicola Howarth’s Section C, Ilar Cymro. This is the first time I can remember a cob
taking the title but I am quite sure Christopher Stansfield was pleased with his Reserve
Champion Gelding rosette with his prolific winning Section A, Sarum Whirlwind.
The
Section A Silver Medal was taken home by Mrs Wendy Lowes-Barnes with her barren
mare, Fouroaks Charisma. After a long deliberation from all three Welsh judges, the
Overall Supreme Welsh Championship sash was also added to her collection.
Which
leaves the Section B medal, which went down south to Mr Hensby’s Laithehill stud. His
very elegant palamino yearling filly, Laithehill Concerto, then went into the overall
championship ring at the end of a long day, and came out with the Supreme Welsh
Youngstock sash. Definitely worth waiting for!
Our RPB and HPB entries were thin on the ground to say the least, but the Stanley
Grange Show Team’s Rytans Revelation took top honours in the RPB championship with
Mrs Crate’s Penmaric Beginagain taking the HPB title and Mrs Duke’s Greenbarrow Geisha
Girl the WPB championship.
The M & M in hand title went to Mrs E A Walker’s
Rackwood Melody.
Hannah Atkinson took her Section C, Rivervalley Lou-Lou into the
Welsh Ridden taking overall honours and the Performance Medal. Steven Kirby won the
M & M Ridden Championship with Tregare Sire George.
In the final ridden championship of the day it was left to both David Blair and Tom
Barron to award the Overall Supreme Ridden Championship and their unanimous decision
gave Hannah the Sash with Stephen in Reserve spot.

Many thanks to Ruby and Angela, not forgetting their families, who put up all the rings
the day before the show and were on hand bright and early in the morning to help where
needed. Our thanks also extend to our four stewards, Mandy, Tina, Stephanie and Ross,
who braved the appalling conditions to keep their rings running smoothly.
Section A Y/Stock Champion
Pentrefelin Playboy
Mr S Greenwood
Reserve
Pentrefelin Playmate
Liz Hampson
Section A Overall Champion
Fouroaks Charisma
Mrs W Lowe-Barnes
Reserve
Rhydyfelin Shootin Star
J Perrins
Section B Y/Stock Champion
Laithehill Concerto
Mr R Hensby
Reserve
Eskdale Venetian Pearl Stanley Grange Show Team
Section B Overall Champion
Laithehill Concerto
Mr R Hensby
Reserve
Talachddu Swallow Tail
Abbie Devenney
Section C Y/Stock Champion
Nunthorpe Wanted Warrier
Suzie Bennett
Reserve
Kirkhamgate Lady’s Legacy
Liz Hampson
Section C Overall Champion
Nunthorpe Wanted Warrier
Suzie Bennett
Reserve
Tremymor Caryls Delight
S W McNeal
Section D Y/Stock Champion
Avergavelley Tango
S W McNeal
Reserve
Keenleyside The Temptress
D Keenleyside
Section D Overall Champion
Bronfoel Calon Lan
R G McNeal
Reserve
Avergavelley Tango
S W McNeal
Millcroft Gelding Champion
Ilar Cymro
Nicola Howarth
Reserve
Sarum Whirlwind
C Stansfield
Supreme Y/Stock Welsh Championship
Champion
Nunthorpe Wanted Warrier Suzie Bennett
Reserve
Brynseion Bendigo
Mrs C Fell
Supreme Welsh Championship
Champion
Fouroaks Charisma
Mrs W Lowe-Barnes
Reserve
Nunthorpe Wanted Warrier Suzie Bennett
RPB Champion
Rytans Revelation
Stanley Grange Show Team
Reserve
Greenbarrow Geisha Girl
Mrs C Duke
HPB Champion
Penmaric Beginagain
Mrs E Crate
Reserve
Carrhouse Boston Legal Stanley Grange Show Team
Part Bred Welsh Champion
Greenbarrow Geisha Girl
Mrs C Duke
Reserve
Rytans Revelation
Stanley Grange Show Team
Mountain & Moorland Champion Rackwood Melody
Mrs E A Walker
Reserve
Nipna Foxglove
Amanda Wallace
Welsh Ridden Mini Championship
Champion
Tallares Tiptop
Anya Firth
Reserve
Milford Fair Kismet
Claudia Schaible
Welsh Performance Medal
Champion
Rivervalley Lou-Lou
H Atkinson
Reserve
Rhydspence Roseanne
Jade Neal

M&M Mini Ridden Championship
Champion
Coatville Nevada
Reserve
Tallares Tiptop
M & M Ridden Championship
Champion
Tregare Sir George
Reserve
Rekcilf Secret Diplomacy
Supreme Ridden Championship
Champion
Rivervalley Lou-Lou
Reserve
Tregare Sir George

Amy Scott
Anya Firth

Steven Kirby
Melanie Staley
H Atkinson
Steven Kirby

SUMMER BRONZE MEDAL ROSETTE SHOW – 8th August
NB PLEASE NOTE THAT YOU MUST PRODUCE YOUR WP&C SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP
CARD IN THE RING SHOULD YOU WIN YOUR WELSH SECTION CHAMPIONSHIP!!!!!

We have put the Young Handlers Classes in the M & M ring straight after the M&M in
hand Championship. I appreciate that it has been very difficult for those competitors
who wish to enter Young Handler classes, as well as all the Ridden classes, if they are
not in the same ring, so we have listened and will keep them all together in future. We
have also introduced Shetland Affiliated Classes for the first time. If it is a success, we
will make it a regular feature for future events. Competitors can still enter the M&M
Small Breeds classes if they so wish as I have put all the large breeds classes first. As
Northern Horse Show is no more, we were asked to run Cheriff Qualifiers for their Part
Bred Arab Ridden Championship. As some of those ponies could also qualify for our
own Part Bred Welsh classes, we felt it was worth adding those to this year’s event.
This will only be repeated next year if we have sufficient entries to warrant it of course.
It will be interesting to see just how much difference there will be to this particular show
with no Welsh Medal on offer. On the subject of Young Handlers, please note that we
are enforcing the rule that all competitors fourteen years and under must wear securely
fitting skull or riding hats to current BSI standard in all their classes.
We also
understand that both P(UK) and Equifest are enforcing this rule for ALL in hand classes.
This matter has been brought up several times at various committee meetings as there
has been concern expressed that we too should make this mandatory. However, there
has always been an argument that this decision should be left to the parents’ discretion
and we will go along with that for the present time, confining the rule to Young Handlers
only. The safety of all competitors, spectators and equines is our main concern of
course and we hope that everyone accepts our decision on that basis.

SHEENA LAWSON – 1960-2010
A tribute by Norma Thompson
It is with great sadness that I report the death of Sheena Lawson on 6th May 2010.
Sheena had a life-long passion for ponies, having them from a child. She loved all animals but adored
her Fell and Dales ponies. Her father, Peter Lawson, was a founder member of both the Fell and Dales
Pony Societies and it was inevitable that his love of the two breeds would rub off on Sheena.
She rode her father’s ponies as a child, before owning her own in later years, which she rode until her
death. She broke ponies with her father and often told funny stories about the proceedings.

Sheena has contributed a great deal to the equestrian world over the years. She was a very
knowledgeable judge, on just about every panel, and proved popular wherever she was appointed.
Whilst strong willed about her likes and dislikes she was always fair. She was booked to judge 23
shows in 2010 showing the great esteem in which she was held as a judge.
She served on the NPS Area 4 committee and the Dales Pony Society Council for many years and was
responsible for the Probationary Judges Scheme for a number of those years. She was always
encouraging, especially with young handlers and riders.
She was a true and good friend who will be missed by many.

Sheena in the 1980s riding her much loved grey Fell stallion Mountain Dew of Cleveland.

LANCHESTER SHOW 4TH JULY
The schedule is now available on their website – www.lanchesteragriculturalsociety.webs.com
As you will see from the timetable, all in hand classes are being held in the morning and the
ridden sections will not start until the afternoon, with the exception of the WHP ring of
course, which starts at 8.30am This should mean less wagons on the show field at any one
time and there will more likely to be a ‘full house’ in the Supreme In Hand Championship
ring with lots of spectators. For those of you who prefer a paper copy, please send a large
SAE to Miss C Miller, Escomb Farm, 81 Low Escomb, Bishop Auckland, Co. Durham DL14
7SW (Please make sure you have the correct postage as some envelopes are just slightly
oversized for the normal stamp!) Charlotte’s telephone number is 0771 7326116 and her e
mail address is salkeldstables@live.co.uk. There is a brand new committee running this
event and I know they will welcome any help you could give them either the day before, to
set up the rings etc., or even by sponsoring a class or championship. Closing date is 27th June
and I know Charlotte would appreciate your entries as soon as possible so please don’t leave
it until the last minute!

First Durham & District Riding Club Summer Show – 15th August 2010
This event is in aid of the Great North Ambulance and Wear Valley RDA
Details and schedules from Anna Pennell – a.penell@yahoo.co.uk

Forresters Charity Show – 6th June
As you will have heard, this event had to be cancelled due to lack of entries. The Callenders’ have
raised a considerable amount of money for the Unicorn Centre’s RDA since the show was first started
and I know there will be disappointment in their household that they won’t be able to contribute this
year, at least from this show. It is a sad fact of life that most of us who exhibit our ponies are now
being forced to be more selective of the events we attend, due in part I am sure to the harsh winter that
has sent our feed and forage bills escalating.
I sincerely hope their proposed Foal Show will still go ahead but I suspect that Robbie Callender will
need persuading that there will be sufficient interest! If you were already planning on being there,
perhaps you could let him know. I am sure he would appreciate your support. My two foals and a
three year old filly will definitely be entered!!

N.E.C.W.P.C.A. - NEW RIDDEN SHOW RICHMOND E C
SUNDAY OCTOBER 10TH 2010
I am hoping to have a draft schedule available for you to look at by the Summer Show. We should
have our judges sorted by then too but it will certainly not be too late for your suggestions and input.
Everyone Kathryne and I have approached have been enthusiastic about the Working Hunter Qualifiers
and we are hoping to be able to include a Welsh Performance Medal as well as the usual NPS, Equifest
and P(UK) ridden qualifiers we normally run at our Foal & Youngstock Show in November. This will
still go ahead of course, but as an In Hand event only (see below). Even with the main indoor arena
given over to the WHP competitors, we will still have the two outside rings available for other classes.
We will probably keep the smaller indoor arena as a warm up area.

N.E.C.W.P.C.A. - FOAL & YOUNGSTOCK BRONZE MEDAL SHOW SATURDAY
13TH NOVEMBER 2010
We intend to add more in hand classes to this event, now that all the ridden classes have been
transferred to the Ridden Show in October. Coloured classes will certainly feature, as will Amateur
Home Produced and Potential Sports/ Competition Horse/Pony. I particularly like the sound of this
particular section as it is totally different to the usual in hand classes and open to any breed or type. In
fact it encompasses any horse or pony envisaged to progress into a performance discipline. This may
include Ridden Showing, Dressage, Endurance, Eventing, Show Jumping, Hunting and Driving. All
horses/pones will be judged on their individual attributes and potential in these fields. They are marked
40% conformation, 40% movement and 20% manners and temperament. More details of this will
appear in the schedule, when I can find out exactly how these classes are run!!! I know it has
something to do with a triangular course and you go into the ring one at a time but will clarify
everything well before the day. Obviously, all equines are capable of at least some of the above, but I
assume it does mean at a competitive level. If you have any personal experience of this type of class,
could you please contact me. We may also include Other Breeds, anything non- native in fact. If you
have any other ideas, please let me know.

